
 

Director of Philanthropy at Craig Hospital  

Denver, Colorado 

Position Summary:  

The Director of Philanthropy is responsible for helping the Craig Hospital Foundation achieve fundraising priorities by qualifying and 

assessing prospects to expand the major gift prospect pool. This position will be responsible for securing increased gifts from current 

mid-level donors and discovering and cultivating current donors and new prospects with major gift capacity in support of fundraising 

priorities.   

 

Position Requirements:  

 Licensure/Certification/Registrations:  Active and insurable Colorado State Driver’s license. 

 Education:  Bachelor’s Degree in related field required. 

 Experience: Minimum 2-3 years of experience in personal solicitation of donations or related experience in sales, promotion, 

or influencing. Prior experience developing one-on-one donor/sales relationships. Experience with fundraising databases and 
Raisers’ Edge/NXT data base preferred. Documented success in managing a portfolio of assigned donors/clients and a 
successful solicitation/sales record. 

 Skills & Abilities: Knowledge of fundraising and development principles, methods and procedures. Persistent in discovering 

and pursuing new prospects. Excellent verbal communication skills to include outstanding persuasion and sales skills to 
influence potential donors to become involved with Craig.  Ability to set and reach aggressive goals. Creative and able to be 
an “out of the box” thinker.  Ability to present self in a personable, professional and energetic manner. Emotionally resilient and 
socially perceptive, being able to discern when someone is interested and capable of moving forward with a philanthropic 
relationship.  Ability to work collaboratively and successfully as a member of a team as well as independently. Ability to 
organize, prioritize and meet deadlines, while effectively managing multiple projects simultaneously. Good talent for being 
flexible and adapting presentations to meet the interests of each donor. Possess good analytical and problem-solving skills, 
must be detail oriented with excellent follow-through. Ability to maintain confidentiality in all aspects of the position. Must have 
high level of accuracy, proofreading skills.  Strong computer skills including Microsoft Office. Raiser’s Edge and NXT 
knowledge strongly preferred.  Must be capable of traveling locally and nationally. Ability to display a passion for the mission of 
Craig Hospital.    

 Essential Functions: 

 Plan, organize and implement fundraising strategic plans for assigned prospects with the goal of receiving major gifts for the 
fundraising goals of the hospital. 

 Manage a portfolio of prospects and design and implement appropriate cultivation, solicitation and stewardship activities for 
each. 

 Participate in prospect management and evaluation of major gift prospects with other foundation staff. 

 Coordinate the involvement of appropriate hospital staff and board members in the planning of solicitation strategies and 
stewardship activities.  

 Prepare proposals and presentations for donor prospects, solicit gifts, and negotiate gift agreements. 

 Actively work a portfolio of mid-level, former donors and new prospects and develop appropriate engagement and solicitation 
strategies for each, building relationships and shepherding prospects to the major gift level. 

 Prioritize portfolio based on potential and propensity to give, set plans for each prospect to include consistent communication, 
written and in person. Determine best approach to include: invitations to President Circle events, visits with hospital staff, 
tours, connecting prospects to area of interest, and personal visits. 

 Meet specific goals for personal solicitations and shared dollar goals. 

 Participate in planning and strategic direction for the Foundation. 

 Passionately sell Craig Hospital through inspirational presentations.  

Craig Hospital Foundation supports the hospital in achieving its goals through philanthropy. Operating in accordance with the 

philosophy of Craig Hospital, the Foundation builds lifelong relationships with contributors, raises funds and dedicates its resources to 

further advance the needs of the Craig Hospital family.  



Guided by a dedicated and civic-minded board of directors, the Craig Hospital Foundation offers members of the community, grateful 

patients, corporations and foundations meaningful ways to support the hospital’s work helping people rebuild their lives.  

Mission: To promote the mission of Craig Hospital by providing sustainable support. 

Values: The Craig Hospital Foundation will conduct its fund development activities with utmost sensitivity, honesty and integrity. 

Vision: The Craig Hospital Foundation will attract and engage a national community of supporters to provide financial resources for the 

Hospital’s patients and programs. 

Please apply online here. 

 

 

https://pm.healthcaresource.com/cs/craighospital#/results?whereControl=radius&what=Director%20of%20Philanthropy&radiusDistance=25&radiusUnit=mi&radius%5Bselection%5D%5Bdistance%5D=25&radius%5Bselection%5D%5Bunit%5D=mi

